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Mega miner unblocked 66

If the game doesn't load or you don't see it on the screen, click here. Mega minor games are about mining in your way, but you should also follow the instructions given to score more and win the game. Use the arrow keys to mine. Related; Teen Titan Go Drillion Air Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5 Page 6 Play: Small | Medium size | Large
or mega miner is a fun mining game that challenges your brain. Dig deep into minerals and gems, and then sell them for profit! To get started, click the small link, middle or large link, or play game button below the picture on the left. This opens the game in a pop-up window. Use your earnings to purchase mining upgrades and complete
mining missions with additional cash. Mega Miner - Instructions Mega Miner trains concentration, thinking speed and problem solving skills. Note: Selecting a large pop-up window will make the instructions on the screen the easiest to read. Mega Minor offers a wide range of resources including coal, iron, silver, gold, sapphires, emeralds,
rubies and diamonds. But harvesting them is not always easy. The most valuable material is deep underground and more difficult to collect. (Hint: Click the map tab on the right edge of the screen to see where nearby mineral deposits are.) This game is more than just collecting rocks. Time, equipment, and resources must be carefully
managed. For example, mine vessels may often need repairs from the mechanic's shop. You can purchase upgrades to your vessel, including better drills, large fuel tanks and coolant systems. And the fuel itself is cost. All these things cost money, so you need to use the skills you think to make this profitable company! If you like this
game, you can play Deep Diver 2, a deep-sea submarine adventure game. How to play. Typically, you'll see a short ad when the game window opens. Then click the PLAY button to open the Mega Minor menu screen. To start a new game, click the new game button or click the Load Game button to continue playing one of the previously
saved sessions. When you start a new game, click an empty slot (1,2 or 3) to save the game session later. To open a saved game, click the Load Games button and then select one of the saved games (slots 1, 2, or 3) and continue to play. You can save up to three mega minor game sessions. For game saving to work, you'll need to
enable cookies in your browser. To save during gameplay, tap the space bar to drive the mine ship into the Save Tower. This saves the game from saving the selected slots from the main menu. You can save unlimited games like that. Start. You start the mega miner game with $300 on your account. You can use the money to buy
upgraded mining equipment. These upgrades can help you harvest jewelry, gold and other minerals more efficiently. You also need money to pay for regular repairs and buy fuel. Here it is. The first hint of the in-game tutorial: Use the arrow keys to drive around. Press the down arrow to start drilling. Pay attention to the dial. The lower left
dial shows health and hold capacity, while the lower right dial shows temperature and fuel level. These screen hints will automatically appear as you progress through the Mega Minor, so you can learn the game. Press the space bar to close the hint. Mining minerals. Look at the underground part of the screen for mineral deposits.
Minerals appear as areas of loose rocks in the soil. Next, use the arrow keys to drive the miners into minerals to harvest them. To collect minerals, simply connect the mine ship to the driver. The first mineral I found was coal. In the tutorial: You've mined the first resource. Resources can be sold in the market. Other resources are sold for
different amounts. You need to drill deeper to find more valuable things. Mineral sales. To sell on the market, drive a mining vessel to the front of the market building and then tap the space bar. This way, welcome to my market window. One unit of coal (the most valuable resource) sells for $20, for example. To sell minerals in the cargo
hold, click the Sell button in the Welcome to Market window. This adds money to your account and removes minerals from the cargo hold. Upgrade. Visit an upgrade store after selling minerals or completing missions to earn cash. From there, you can buy the attachments and equipment of the megaminor vessel. There are six categories
to upgrade drills, chassis, tanks, coolers, holds, and items. Within each category, items are priced from low to high. Based on the price of some luxury equipment, it seems that you have to do quite a lot of mine to handle the cool stuff. 1) Drill (4 types, for breaking through tough rocks): sapphire drill. This inexpensive drill speeds up drilling,
saving time and fuel. Cost: $600. Emerald drill. Not only is this drill fast, but it has no problem drilling the stone. Cost: $8,000. Ruby drill. Ready for some serious speed? This drill chews through the earth and stones. Cost: $20,000. Diamond drill. Ultimate drill. Nothing can stop it, even a solid rock! Cost: $80,000. 2) Chassis (4 types,
reduces hull damage): light chassis. Light plates are better and cheaper than plates! Cost: $500. Medium chassis. Thanks to this medium plating drill stones with minimal damage. Cost: $2,000. Heavy chassis. This heavy plating is a rare event for a mechanic. Cost: $9,000. Armored chassis. For serious miners, this double-layered armor
plate can withstand small bombs! Cost: $22,000. 3) Tank (4 types, this is your fuel tank): 10L tank. Fuel is essential for deeper drilling. This tank will start with you. Cost: $400. 20L tank. Mine for longer without refueling. Cost: $9,000. 30L tank. Stay in the basement longer. This is a large tank. Cost: $24,000. 40L tank. The largest and the
best. Spend time mining without refueling. Cost: $50,000. 4) Cooler (4 types, protect mine drill from overheating): Fan. This fan stays cool anymore. Cost: $800. Dual fan. Is it still too hot for you? Two fans are better than one! Cost: $5,000. Cooling system. Isn't that enough for the fans? This cooling system uses advanced technology to
keep it cool. Cost: $18,000. Climate control. This allows it to operate in temerachu up to 1,000 degrees! Cost: $60,000. 5) Hold (4 types, increase the capacity of cargo hold): 15 units. Need more storage space? This hold is available at a low price. Cost: $750. 20 units. A larger hold means less travel to the surface. Cost: $10,000. 25 units.
Tired of leaving valuable minerals behind? Expand to these 25 capacity holds. Cost: $23,000. 30 units. This huge hold allows you to get up to $$$$ when you return to the surface. Cost: $55,000. 6) Items (5 types, various equipment to make mine easier): repair kit. Avoid traveling to mechanics. Regains 50% health. Disposable. Cost:
$500. Extra fuel. Avoid expensive rescue costs. Restore 25% of the fuel. Disposable. Cost: $500. Sonar pulses. Best in sonar technology. Illuminate the surrounding area. Disposable. Cost: $250. Teleporter. Place this underground, and move freely between it and the surface. Disposable. Cost: $1,200. Dynamite. Kabuom! Destroy
everything around you. Disposable. Cost: $300. Note: To view the current item, click the Items tab on the left side of the screen. To purchase an upgrade, click the upgrade name to highlight it, and then click the Buy button. Call of duty. There are quite a few missions available in Mega Minor. Missionary work is a fun way to get extra cash.
Unlike missions in other games, you don't have to accept missions to work on it. You actually work on all missions at the same time. Check the mission board periodically to see your progress toward specific mission objectives. In the tutorial: Visit the Mission Board to discover how to make extra money. Click on a mission to see your
progress. Some of the mission types of mega miners include: coal miners, iron miners, silver miners, gold miners, sapphire miners, emerald miners, rubies miners, and anse diamond miners. For example, coal miner missions need to find and collect 20 coals. The reward for completing a coal miner mission is $400. But the mission doesn't
stop there. There are more challenging and profitable things like digging deeper, under pressure, rock bottoms, black boxes, lost kings, treasures!, giant gems, explorers, miners, and excavators. Advanced mission types do not always include minerals. For example, treasure! On a mission, you need to find loot buried by old bounty
hunters. Reward: $10,000. Repair and fuel. Visit the mechanic's shop for repairs. Visit the fuel depot to buy your ship. Tycoon style games like Mega Miner make great brain games. They challenge your brain on many different levels. To be successful in this game, you need to use logic, planning, memory, and troubleshooting abilities.
Enjoy! Published: 07/21/2012 Last updated: 06/11/2020 Games to GamesList.com distribution. Used with permissions. If you think the page above is interesting, interesting, or useful, click the likes and/or share buttons below. Leave a comment. Thank you very much! Many!
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